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TILT Teaching Certificate Reflection
Throughout my graduate studies, I have greatly appreciated and enjoyed the opportunities
I have had to teach. Through my graduate teaching assistantships, position as a Family Therapist
Instructor for the Campus Connections mentoring program, co-teaching for my teaching
competency, and instructing a spring seminar for the Key Communities, I have had opportunities
to develop and refine my teaching skills and strategies. Additionally, the experiences of teaching
on-campus and online courses, as well as teaching seminar, and more traditional style courses
have helped me to grow as an educator.
The completion of the TILT Teaching Certificate has provided me with a pathway to
organize my experiences, reflect on the teaching opportunities I have had, and seek out further
information about teaching strategies to help guide my development as an instructor. Attending
the various workshops throughout the process of obtaining this certificate has challenged me to
reflect on my own teaching methods and to purposefully work to incorporate new and engaging
ways of teaching that allow me to connect with my students and that supports connections
between my students.
The reflective elements of the TILT Teaching Certificate have provided me with the
opportunity to intentionally reflect and evaluate my philosophy of teaching, my teaching
methods, and my persona as an instructor. These reflections have been beneficial to my growth
as a teacher, allowing me to identify my strengths and the areas where I would like to continue to
grow. In addition to my own reflection, I have learned about the importance of working in a
community and receiving feedback to help facilitate growth.
Overall, completion of the TILT Teaching Certificate has helped me to become a better
teacher by providing me with new information and highlighting the importance of continuing to
learn to become a better educator. The process has also helped me to refine my skills in personal
reflection, as well as encourage me to continue to seek support and feedback from others, as I
continue my journey in the world of teaching.
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Amy D. Smith - Teaching Statement

An old proverb states “a load of books does not equal one good teacher”. This statement
reflects my ideology as an educator as I firmly believe that teachers can make material come
alive for their students leading to a passion and excitement for learning. The importance I place
on being an effective teacher, along with my teaching experiences have led me to develop a
teaching philosophy that can be summarized in three basic points: building relationships,
attunement to intersectionality, and engaging students.
Relational Teaching
The first tenant of my teaching philosophy is a focus on building relationships with, and
between, my students. From my experience, when students feel connected and seen, they are
more confident and more willing to ask questions and take risks in their learning. From small
details such as prioritizing learning student names, including correct pronunciation, and
pronouns, even in large lectures of 100+ students, to leaving comments that challenge critical
and reflective thinking on assignments, to knowing and supporting students’ achievement of
their career goals, I am intentional in developing relationships with my students. The quality and
effectiveness of these efforts are illustrated by students who have contacted me, even several
semesters after a course is finished, for advice or guidance as they continue their education.
Additionally, I have received verbal feedback from students describing how the quality of our
relationship has helped to encourage them to try new skills, especially in service-learning
courses.
In my teaching, I prioritize supporting students abilities to build relationships with one
another. I believe that social support from peers helps students to feel connected, valued, and in
turn, supports retention and academic achievement. To achieve this aim, I have assigned
students to groups in which they work throughout the semester. Through the presence of a
consistent group, students develop relationships with their peers, learn how to operate as a team,
gain experience with navigating conflict, and practice recognizing differences with respect. At
the completion of a course, I have had students reflect about how they have found community
and a sense of belonging through their participation in the course and the group dynamic.
Intersectionality
The second tenant of my teaching philosophy is an intentionality to recognize and
incorporate the perspective of intersectionality into my classroom. Individuals possess many
identities in areas such as race, socioeconomic status, gender, ability, religion, and other areas
which overlap and guide the way in which students interact with the world, and therefore the
way they experience course material. I believe that it is important for students to be able to see
their identities in the presented course material as this helps them to make meaningful
connections to the material. This may be seen by including images in lecture slides, providing
examples and readings which all feature diversity of identities, both between and within groups.
Integrating intersectionality into my teaching includes acknowledging that no individual
or educator is without bias and I view that I must being willing to explore my own background
and privilege as I create my course materials including how my implicit biases may influence
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this process. Similarly, literature and research are not without bias and it is important to
acknowledge these limitations. For example, when teaching an introductory course and
discussing the research related to the prevalence of a midlife crisis in the United States, I
addressed the socioeconomic privilege that is imbedded within the idea of a midlife crisis.
Lastly, I believe it is important to support students as they interact with this material, providing
them with opportunities to critically evaluate the material they are presented, inviting an open
dialogue between myself and students, and allowing students to challenge themselves to interact
with these topics while providing compassion and understanding when challenges occur.
Engaging Students
The third tenant of my teaching philosophy is providing students with an engaging
learning environment. I strive to provide opportunities for students to utilize their critical
thinking skills and actively engage with the material. I provide students with multiple ways to
access material through lecturing, providing examples, showing videos, supplying readings,
making connections to real world situations and encouraging participation through group
discussions or individualized participation activities. I believe it is important to provide
opportunities for students to work outside of their comfort zone, challenging themselves while
receiving the support necessary for success. To meet this end, I seek to create a classroom
environment that is supportive and respectful of all. I assume that students are doing their best
and when students appear to be struggling, I work to identify the factors that are serving as a
barrier, helping support student success in my classes. When students answer questions, I repeat
their answers and highlight the strengths of their responses or thinking process, even if the
answer is not entirely correct. The balance between providing high expectations combined with
high levels of understanding, helps students to grow without feeling isolated.
Furthermore, given that I expect students to be thoughtful in their work and engage with
the material, I believe I should behave similarly. People learn through modeling and I attempt to
model the behavior I expect in class. To this end, I work to include current, relevant research into
my lectures to illustrate how the concepts that we discuss in class look outside of the classroom.
I am intentional to be enthusiastic in my teaching to express my passion for the material which
hopefully will help translate into excitement felt by my students. In the same vein as the
expectations I have for my students, I hold myself to the standard of continuing to learn and
pursue knowledge to support my development as an effective teacher.
Conclusion
I have found that it is important to have a clear teaching philosophy when serving as an
instructor to support my teaching effectiveness. This philosophy provides me with structure and
focus for my teaching strategies. I believe my teaching effectiveness is reflected in consistently
high ratings from students across several courses and semesters (4.8/5 related to knowledge of
subject, 4.7/5 for enthusiasm for subject, and 4.7/5 for overall rating) and quotes from students
saying that I am “amazingly understanding and willing to help students. She goes above and
beyond for us” (Spring 2019) and that “she’s passionate about what she’s teaching, and it made
the course fly by and made each topic interesting” (Spring 2019). Reflecting on and refining my
teaching philosophy provides me with opportunity for development as I continually challenge
myself to grow in my effectiveness and skills throughout my career as an educator.
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Amy D. Smith - Diversity Statement

When working with students in any capacity, including teaching, advising, or research, I
believe it is important to understand the background, motivation, and interests of each student.
Humans are diverse and expecting each student to have the same experiences would be naïve at
best and harmful at worst. In my work, I am intentional to recognize and incorporate the
perspective of intersectionality. Individuals possess many identities related to their
race/ethnicity, religion, ability, body shape, socioeconomic status, gender, sexual orientation, and
nationality, with some identities being more privileged compared to others. Noticing and
valuing individual’s differences are part of what helps me to be successful when working with
students.
Teaching
Related to teaching, it is important for students to be able to see their identities in the
presented course material, as this helps them to make meaningful connections and to establish a
sense of belonging. Representation includes all elements of instruction from the development of
the syllabus and course materials to facilitation of class sessions. In my syllabi, I am intentional
to provide resources to students, such as contact information for Student Case Management or
the Student Disability Center on campus to support student success. In my course materials,
including my lectures, videos, readings, and the examples I use, I deliberately represent a variety
of identities and life perspectives. Related to this, I take care to reflect on whether my teaching
materials are perpetuating potentially harmful dominant narratives so that I can adapt material
when needed to respect and acknowledge the lived experiences of many groups, particularly
groups that are traditionally underrepresented. Furthermore, I begin each class by creating
guidelines for discussions, which I then reference back to throughout the semester, particularly
before discussion activities, to actively work to build a safe space for students to engage in these
discussions. I have experience working with diverse populations through teaching for the Key
Communities at CSU, a first-year program that serves many students who are first generation or
from underrepresented populations. Through this experience, I have witnessed firsthand the
impact and importance of attending and incorporating multiple perspectives at supporting student
engagement and their sense of feeling seen and like they belong in the classroom and at the
university.
Further, when teaching about social justice, intersectionality, and privilege, I often use
learning strategies which promote active engagement, reflection, and personal growth. When
working with students on the topic of privilege, I have had students either watch a video of or,
depending on the context, directly participate in, a privilege walk where participants are asked to
take a step forward or back if they have experienced something (i.e. “take a step back if you have
ever felt unsafe walking alone at night” or “if you feel good about how your identities are
portrayed in the media take one step forward”). Following this activity, I facilitate a discussion
about the impacts of this activity, the idea of privilege, and how this activity has influenced their
understanding of the topic. Through the use of activities, students can become actively engaged
in the material, helping to break down barriers when talking about potentially challenging topics.
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To be effective in this area, it is essential to be aware that no individual is without bias.
As such, I believe that it is of critical importance that I engage in active reflection on the ways in
which my identities, experiences, privileges, and biases may be showing up in the ways that I
teach or approach situations. Through this process of reflection, I can identify areas in which I
need to acknowledge and modify, potentially through adjusting course material or seeking
additional trainings on specific topics. Also important is to know that just as no person is without
bias, no person will be free from making mistakes and that growth in this area means being open
to feedback from others. I seek to model this mindset with my students by inviting them to
interact with and critically evaluate the material they are presented with and to create an open
dialogue within the classroom about potentially difficult issues. I also invite others to be
engaged in the process of self-reflection in order to avoid the potentially harmful, if
unintentional, impacts of behaviors motivated through bias. I have given guest lectures on
implicit bias in which I have invited students to, anonymously and only for their own benefit,
take the Harvard Implicit Association Tests to explore the idea of unconscious biases as well.
Advising and Research
In advising relationships with students, I strive to build closer working relationships. I
embrace the different ideas and perspectives that come from having a group of individuals with a
diversity of experiences and identities. In creating my own research lab, I hope to attract a
diverse group of students to work with and support their professional development. I believe this
is important, especially individuals who traditionally may have had less access to postsecondary
education. Related to my research, it is important to recruit participants who are less typically
represented in social science research including from various ages, race/ethnicities,
socioeconomic status, sexual orientation, or ability status. While it may be more difficult to
recruit these participants, it is important to be intentional when planning studies and recruitment
processes to think of ways to make the project accessible to a wide range of participants. This
not only allows for the potential benefits of the research to reach more people, but also to have
more representative, and therefore generalizable, research which is a notable limitation to many
studies.
Conclusion
Overall, I am intentional to notice, acknowledge, and embrace diversity throughout my
research, teaching, and advising both in current experience and in my plans moving forward.
Integrating the perspective of intersectionality into my work requires acknowledging that no
individual is without bias. I must be willing to explore my own background and privilege. I
engage in intentional and ongoing reflection and training on topics such as inclusive pedagogy in
order to understand, address, and avoid any potential negative outcomes and focus on the many
benefits that diversity provides.
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Description of Included Materials
•

Sample Syllabus with Learning Objectives and Course Policies
This syllabus was used for a course which independently taught in the Key Communities
at CSU during the Spring Semester 2019. This course is a one-credit seminar style
course of 80 students designed to help build community between students while
exploring a topic which may or may not be related to student’s main academic
pursuits/major (different sections of the course had different topics based on instructor).

•

Sample Lecture
I gave this lecture on socioemotional development in adolescence while completing my
teaching competency which included co-teaching HDFS 101 with Dr. Jennifer Aberle.
The lecture followed the learning objectives in the book and was designed to give more
detail on key developmental concepts and expand upon the readings that students were
expected to complete before class.

•

Sample Activity
I used this Jeopardy Review Game is used during the final class session of KEY 192 as
an overview for students to reflect on what they have learned throughout the semester.
This course culminates in a final research project/presentation instead of an exam and the
use of this jeopardy game is a fun way to assess student learning of material throughout
the eight-week course.

•

Lesson Plan 1
This lesson plan was used for a lecture on Relationship Theories in my KEY 192A
seminar.
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•

Lesson Plan 2
This lesson plan was used for a lecture on Socioemotional Development in Emerging
Adulthood in HDFS 101 during my teaching competency.

•

Sample Assignment with Rubric 1
This project and presentation are the final projects for KEY 192A. It involves the
opportunity for students to apply the information they have learned throughout the course
in a fun exploration activity. Small group discussions following the completion of this
project provide students with the opportunity to reflect on how relationships are portrayed
in the media and how this influences our perceptions of healthy/unhealthy relationships.

•

Sample Assignment with Rubric 2
This assignment is used in HDFS 101, which I co-taught for my teaching competency. In
my work as a GTA and in my teaching competency, I have helped to re-design elements
of this assignment and received permission from the primary instructor of the course to
include it in my teaching portfolio. This project involves raising a virtual child from birth
through age 18 and writing a paper based on this assignment. In the second part of the
course, students complete the same assignment based on the interactive module of
making decisions for an avatar between ages of 18 through older adulthood.

•

Strategies for Evaluation of Student Learning
This document provides a reflection on the methods which I have used and my
philosophy of student evaluation.
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Sample Syllabus - KEY 192A: Spring Seminar 2019
Creating Connections: Exploring Healthy Relationship Development
Section 018, 1 credit
Mondays 3:00-4:50p.m., Clark A204
Instructor

TAs

Amy Smith, M.S.
Office: XXX Behavioral Sciences Building
Office Hours: Mondays 12:00-1:30, Tuesdays 11:00-12:30 or by
appointment
Email: amyd.smith@colostate.edu
[NAME]
Email: XXX

[NAME]
Email: XXX

[NAME]
Email:

[NAME]
Email: XXX

COURSE LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Understand the impact of relationships, in all aspects of life
2. Identify relationship danger signs and apply strategies for countering negative
communication patterns
3. Understand ways in which to foster positive relationship development across all
types of relationships such as friendships, romantic relationships, roommate
relationships, etc.
4. Develop an understanding of the important relationship with oneself in the context
of other relationships
5. Find examples of healthy/unhealthy relationships and apply course information to
explain the identified relationship dynamics
6. Engage in personal reflection and application of course materials to life outside the
classroom

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT IN THIS COURSE

Canvas and Class Structure
The course site on CANVAS will provide all materials and information including lecture
outlines for each class session. This class will consist of a combination of lecture, in-class
discussions, small-group activities and personal reflection. Attendance and participation in
this course are necessary.
[11]

Due Dates and Late Work
Due dates are clearly outlined on CANVAS and in the course syllabus. Assignments that are
turned in after the due date will receive a 10% deduction. Assignments that are due more
than 24 hours after the due date will receive no credit.
Classroom Environment
In this class, we understand that our members represent a rich variety of backgrounds and
perspectives. Additionally, the material in this class is personal in nature and we
understand that our members have had different relational experiences and backgrounds.
As the instructor for this course, I am committed to creating an atmosphere that is
respectful and inclusive of differences and that celebrates similarities. While working
together to build this community, we ask all members of the course to:
• Share their unique experiences, values, and beliefs to their level of comfort
• Be open to the views and experiences of others and honor the uniqueness of their
classmates
• Appreciate the opportunity to learn from each other and value each other’s
opinions and to communicate in a respectful manner
Student Privacy (FERPA)
Student Record Privacy Policy: http://registrar.colostate.edu/student-privacy-ferpapolicies

Learning and Class Accommodations
RDS Accommodations: Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Americans
with Disabilities Act of 1990 requires CSU to provide academic adjustments or
accommodations for students with documented disabilities. Students seeking academic
adjustment or accommodations must self-identify with the Office of Resources for Disabled
Students (RDS). You may call for an appointment at: 491-6385 or stop in at 100 General
Services Building. After meeting with RDS staff, and based on their recommendations,
students are REQUIRED to meet with the instructor to discuss possible accommodations;
no accommodations will be made without meeting with your instructor.

Personal Issues and/or Crisis Situations
Student Management and Conduct Services: If you are experiencing difficult situations that
are affecting you or could potentially affect your academic success, please contact Student
Case Management as soon as possible (http://www.studentcasemanagement.colostate.edu,
501 W. Lake Street Suite B, 491-8051). Difficult situations can include issues such as
medical (illness or injury), mental health, personal or family crisis. If students request
extensions or considerations due to difficult situations, I require documentation from
Student Case Management before any accommodations are considered – accommodations
are not guaranteed and considered on a case-by-case basis.
Another great resource for support at the University is YOU @ CSU – helping you to succeed
and thrive and showing you how much you matter! (http://health.colostate.edu/youcsu/).
[12]

Mandated Reporting
CSU’s Student Sexual Harassment and Violence policy, following national guidance from the
Office of Civil Rights, requires that faculty follow CSU policy as a “mandatory reporter” of
any personal disclosure of sexual harassment, abuse, and/or violence related experiences
or incidents shared with the faculty member in person, via email, and/or in classroom
papers or homework exercises. These disclosures include, but are not limited to, reports of
personal relational abuse, relational/domestic violence, and stalking. Although faculty are
often able to help students locate appropriate channels of assistance on campus (e.g., see
the CSU Health Network link below), disclosure by a student to a faculty member requires
that the faculty member inform appropriate CSU channels to help ensure that the student’s
safety and welfare are being addressed, even if the student requests that the disclosure not
be shared.

For counseling support and assistance, please see the CSU Health Network, which includes
a variety of counseling services that can be accessed at: http://www.health.colostate.edu/.
The Sexual Assault Victim Assistance Team is a confidential resource for students that does
not have a reporting requirement and that can be of great help to students who have
experienced sexual assault. The web address is http://www.wgac.colostate.edu/need-helpsupport.

Academic Integrity
According to the CSU General Catalog, plagiarism includes the copying of language,
structure, ideas, or thoughts of another (e.g., paraphrasing a sample paper, another
student’s paper, or your own paper from a previous class or assignment), and representing
them as one’s own without proper acknowledgment. Students may not “self-plagiarize” a
paper they have written/are writing for another course. In addition, if you copy text wordfor-word from another source (including webpages), you must put it in quotation marks
and include correct in-text citations, regardless of the citation style (e.g., APA, etc.) Simply
citing your source without using quotation marks for direct quotes is considered
plagiarism and will result in a significant deduction of assignment credit, failing the
assignment, or failing the course.

Consequences of these incidents are at the discretion of the faculty member involved and
may consist of confiscation of assignments/tests, an F grade, and/or removal from the
Professional Curriculum (including the withdrawal of the right to apply for the Professional
Curriculum). It is expected that students will demonstrate concern for others, and respect
other’s confidentiality, property, and decisions.
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GRADING

Required Coursework and Grade Breakdown
Assignment Title
In-Class Small Group
6 In-Class Activities (5
Activities - 35%
points each)
Peer Evaluation of
Presentations
Small Group Total: 35 points
Reflection Activities – 40%
5 Reflection
Journals/Activities (5
points each)
Final Reflection Paper
Reflection Total: 40 points
Final Project – 25%
Final Research Project
Final Project Presentation
Final Project Total: 25 points
Final Grades

Points
90-100
80-89
70-79
60-69
59 or below

Grade
A
B
C
D
F

Total Points
30 points
5 points

25 points
15 points
15 points
10 points

Final grades are non-negotiable. Grades are earned and are final.
If students have concerns about a grade on an assignment,
students should contact the instructor no later than one week
after the grade has been posted.

ASSIGNMENT DETAILS

Below are descriptions of each assignment. Rubrics for each assignment can be found on
CANVAS. Students are responsible for knowing the requirements and due dates of each
assignment and are encouraged to ask questions.
In-Class Small Group Activities

In-Class Activities: For the first six class sessions, students will meet in groups of 5-6

students and complete discussion-based activities. Each group of students will turn in one
assignment with all group members names. Specific prompts will be provided during class
times. In-class activities cannot be made up except in cases of a University-sanctioned
absence.
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Peer Evaluation of Presentations: Students will be required to complete an evaluation form

for the presentations of their peers in their presentation group (approximately 16 students
per group). The goal of these evaluations is to help each student develop their ability to
thoughtfully evaluate presentations to help develop their own skills as presenters. An
evaluation form will be provided on CANVAS. Student evaluations will not factor into
presentation grades.
Reflection Activities

Reflection Journals/Activities: After each class, students will complete a reflection journal
or activity applying the course material to their own life. These assignments will be
released after class on Monday and will be due by 11:59p.m. the Thursday following each
class. These assignments will be based on completeness and quality of the reflection
instead of content. Specific prompts and rubrics will be provided on CANVAS.

Reflection Paper: Students will write a 5-page double-spaced reflection paper about the

reactions to the course material, their experience with the final project, and how they plan
to apply the information from this course into their daily lives. This paper will be graded
for quality of the reflection, integration of material, and writing skills such as organization,
spelling, and grammar.

Final Research Project

Final Research Project: Students will complete a final research project. For this project,
students will need to identify one healthy relationship and one unhealthy relationship from
the media (TV shows, movies, books, etc.). The relationships can be any type of
relationship – romantic, friendship, parent/child, roommate, etc. Students will then create
a brochure providing information about each relationship and use course material to
explain why they decided the relationship was healthy or unhealthy. The final product will
provide information to help others identify healthy or unhealthy relationships, through the
examples. Students will be graded on their application of the material, creativity in
creation of the brochure and selection of characters, and spelling/grammar.
Final Research Project Presentation: During the last two class periods, students will

present their research projects in small groups (approximately 16 students per group).
Students will discuss the characters they selected and why they selected them as a healthy
or unhealthy relationship. Students will be expected to answer a few (2-3) questions from
their peers about their project. Presentations will be 5 minutes long.
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ASSIGNMENT DETAILS
Week
One: 01/21 – 01/25
Two: 01/28 – 02/01

Three: 02/04 – 02/08
Four: 02/11 – 02/15
Five: 02/18 – 02/22
Six: 02/25 – 03/01
Seven: 03/04 – 03/08

Eight: 03/11 – 03/15

Topic
No Class - MLK Day
Syllabus and Overview of
Relationships
Relationship Theories
Conflict and Danger Signs in
Relationships
Building Positive
Relationships
Relationship with Self
Making Decisions about
Relationships

Presentations and Course
Wrap-Up

Assignments
Journal due 01/31 @
11:59pm
Journal due 02/07 @
11:59pm
Journal due 02/14 @
11:59pm
Journal due 02/21 @
11:59pm
Journal due 02/28 @
11:59pm
Presentations Begin (Peer
Evaluations due at end of
class on 03/04)
Final Research Project due
03/40 @ 11:59pm
Finish Presentations (Peer
Evaluations due at end of
class on 03/11)
Final Reflection Paper due
03/11 @ 11:59pm
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Sample Lecture: Socioemotional Development in Adolescence

Socioemotional
Development in
Adolescence
13 – 19 Years Old

What you will learn today:
how self-understanding, self-concept, and self-esteem change during
adolescence.
cultural variations in adolescents’ relationships with parents, siblings, and extended
family.
cultural variations in adolescents’ relationships with friends and
characterize their interactions with peers.
cultural variations in adolescent love and sexuality, including variations in adolescent
pregnancy and contraceptive use.
resilience and the protective factors that are related to resilience in
adolescence.
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Psychosocial Perspective: Erikson
Identity vs Role Confusion
Stage
Primary developmental task:
Achievement of personal identity

Emotional and Self-Development: Self-

Concept

Becomes more complex and abstract during adolescence
Several versions of the self
 Actual Self
 Possible Self

Ideal Self
Feared Self

 False Self
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Emotional and Self-Development:
Self-Esteem
Self-esteem is composed of many dimensions
Domains of importance to adolescence are:
 Physical appearance
 Social acceptance

Tend to affect self-esteem most especially in girls

Adolescent
Relationships
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Social and Cultural Contexts of Adolescence:

Family Relationships
Conflicts with
parents increase
May be due to:

 Sexual maturation
 Cognitive issues
 Greater
independence and
autonomy

Social and Cultural Contexts of Adolescence:

Peers and Friends
Friends provide companionship and intimacy
In traditional cultures, adolescents spend more time with family
than peers
Intimacy is the most distinctive feature of adolescent
friendships
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Social and Cultural Contexts of Adolescence:

Love and Sexuality
• Romantic relationships increase over
time

• Romance is less formal than previous
years

• Relationships and sexuality are viewed
differently due to culture

Resilience
Resilience: the ability to function reasonably well and to
achieve good outcomes despite being faced with usually serious
threats to adaptation and development
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Sample Activity Jeopardy Review Game
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Sample Lesson Plan 1
TITLE OF LESSON PLAN: Lecture on Relationship Theories for KEY 192A
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
1. To understand the major theories of relationship development.
2. To articulate the key terms of each of the major theories of romantic relationships.
3. To describe the differences between each of the major theories of relationship development.
OVERVIEW OF ACTIVITIES
•
•

•
•

•

•

Overview and Announcements (5minutes)
Why Theory? (5 minutes)
o Ask students why they think theory is important in large group
 Did anyone find an article this week which discussed a theory (from
homework)?
o Lecture slide on importance of theory as a foundation
Lecture on Each Theory (10 minutes x 4 theories = 40 minutes)
o Inclusion of key terminology with definitions
Small Group Discussions (5-10 minutes x 4 theories = 20-40 minutes)
o One discussion for each theory
o Provide discussion prompts for group
o Collect discussion sheets at end of class for participation points
Video (20 minutes)
o Show video on key theories
o Attachment video – 5 minutes
o Systems video – 5 minutes
o Large group discussion after each video
Self-Reflection (10 minutes)
o Take attachment style quiz
o No points associated but for self-reflection

RATIONALE FOR SEQUENCING AND PACING ACTIVITIES
Starting with framework for the day will help students transition into class and know what to
expect for the class session. Beginning with an overview of why theory is important will help
students focus on the content and provide a basis for why this lecture is included in the course as
often students report not enjoying “theory day” as much as other course sessions. Lecture regarding
each theory, followed by a small group discussion will give students exposure to the information
and then a structured opportunity to engage with the material. Videos emphasize key theories and
provide students with a different way to learn the material. The self-reflection allows students to
personally apply this material and not collecting any material related to this assignment helps to
build safety for this self-exploration portion of class.
[27]

ASSESSMENT
Small group materials will be collected at the end of class which will demonstrate student
understanding of the theories during their group discussions. The weekly homework assignment
will require students to find a peer reviewed research article which uses one of the four theories
which was presented and write a short summary of how the theory was used which will connect the
course material to “real world” implications.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Link to Attachment Quiz: https://www.attachedthebook.com/wordpress/compatibility-quiz/
Lecture (see next page)
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Sample Lesson Plan 2
TITLE OF LESSON PLAN: Lecture on Socioemotional Development in Emerging Adulthood
(HDFS 101)
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
To understand the corresponding textbook learning objectives assigned with this section (listed
below):
•
•
•
•
•
•

The course of self-esteem from adolescence through emerging adulthood and explain the
reasons for this pattern.
Various forms identity development can take in emerging adulthood, and consider patterns
of cultural and ethnic identity.
Changes in American gender beliefs in recent decades and include findings from research
on gender stereotypes among college students.
Role of intimacy in emerging adults’ friendships and the most common activities of
emerging adult friends.
Romantic relationships and sexual behavior change during emerging adulthood.
Use the Internet and mobile phones to maintain social contacts.

OVERVIEW OF ACTIVITIES
•
•
•

Overview and Announcements (5 minutes)
Lecture (30 minutes)
o Include reflective questions throughout lecture and have students participate in a
think – pair – share activity with these discussion questions
Ted Talk: 20 is not the New 30 (15 minutes)

RATIONALE FOR SEQUENCING AND PACING ACTIVITIES
Starting with framework for the day will help students transition into class and know what to
expect for the class session. The lecture will provide an overview for students about the key topics
from the textbook that they will need to know. Including the think-pair-share activity with
discussion questions will help students interact with one another and reflect on the material helping
them stay engaged in the course. The Ted Talk is on an applied topic that provides a thoughtful
discussion about the age of emerging adulthood which is relevant both to students in this
demographic and to the course content.
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ASSESSMENT
Material for this lecture will be on the unit exam. Students will be asked to use course material in
their MyVirtualLife papers and short-answers providing them with a written opportunity to discuss
their knowledge on this topic.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Link to Ted Talk: https://www.ted.com/talks/meg_jay_why_30_is_not_the_new_20?language=en
Lecture (see next page)

[34]
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Sample Assignment and Rubric 1
Final Research Project:
For this assignment you will find an example of one healthy and one unhealthy relationship from
the media. These relationships can be selected from TV shows, movies, books, music, or pop
culture. The relationships should not be chosen from your personal life (relationships of your
friends, family members, or yourself). Relationships can be any type of close relationship
including family relationships (parent/child, sibling, etc.), friendships, romantic relationships,
roommate relationships, etc.
You will then apply three principles of healthy relationships and three principles of unhealthy
relationships to your example relationships. Please choose from the list of principles provided.
Healthy Relationship Principles: antidotes to the four horsemen, positive relational maintenance
behaviors, elements of the sound relationship house, active/reflective listening, elements of the
seven principles of smart love, clear/spoken expectations, discussing issues vs events, showing
care in each other’s love language
Unhealthy Relationship Principles: the four horsemen, negative relational maintenance
behaviors, opposites of the seven principles of smart love, unspoken or unclear expectations
The final project will be submitted in the form of a PowerPoint Presentation. Each presentation
needs to be a minimum of 7 slides (1 slide to introduce relationships, 1 slide principle).
Criteria
Selection of Relationships (5
pts)

Full Credit
Identified one healthy
and one unhealthy
relationship example
from the media (5 pts)

Partial Credit
Identified either one
healthy or one
unhealthy relationship
from the media (2.5
pts)

No Credit
Did not identify any
relationships from
the media (0 pts)

Explanation of Findings (5
pts)

Identified 3 principles of
healthy relationships
and 3 principles of
unhealthy relationships
and applied to
relationship
examples (5 pts)

Missing 1-3 principles
of healthy relationships
OR unclear application
of principles to example
relationships (2.5 pts)

Missing 4+ principles
OR principles are not
applied to example
relationships (0 pts)

Presentation (3 pts)

Meets minimum of 7
slides (3 pts)
Accurate spelling and
grammar, presentation
appears professional (2
pts)

6-3 slides (1.5 pts)

2 or less slides (0 pts)

Some errors in spelling
and grammar,
presentation is
somewhat
professional (1 pt)

Significant errors in
spelling or grammar,
unprofessional
presentation (0 pts)

Spelling, Grammar and
Professionalism (2 pts)

Total: 15 points
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Final Research Presentation:
You will present your final project to a group of approximately 16 of your classmates during
the last two weeks of class. Sign ups for the day of presentation occur during class. In this
presentation, you will introduce the two relationships you identified and provide a brief
overview of the relationships. You will then explain how each of the 6 principles applied to the
relationships (3 per the relationships). You do not need a visual aid for this presentation.
Presentations should last between 4-5 minutes long. Note that presentations will end at 5
minutes and any material not covered in this time will not be graded.
Criteria
Length of Presentation (2
pts)

Full Credit
Presentation lasted
between 4-5 minutes
(2 pts)

Partial Credit
Presentation lasted
between 2-4 minutes
(1 pt)

No Credit
Presentation lasted less
than 2 minutes (0 pts)

Identification of
Relationships (2 pts)
Discussion of Principles (6
pts)

Clearly identifies two
relationships (2 pts)
Clearly identifies and
applies 6 principles with
3 for each relationship
(6 pts, 2
per principle)

Clearly identifies one
relationship (1 pt)
Identifies 3-5 principles,
application may be
somewhat unclear (1-5
pts, 2 per
principle)

Does not identify
relationships (0 pts)
Does not identify any
principles (0 pts)

Total: 10 points
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Sample Assignment and Rubric 2

HDFS 101
MVL CHILD DEVELOPMENT PAPER – DRAFT SUBMISSION
20 pts

ASSIGNMENT OBJECTIVE
This assignment is a three-page analysis paper based the MVL Child Development Simulation. There is one main
prompt for the paper and several follow-up questions that must be addressed in the paper. Mastery level papers will
attend to all parts of the prompt in a scholarly and well-supported manner. In doing so, these papers will incorporate
material from one research-based source (i.e., scholarly source / peer-reviewed research) AND from course
materials such as lectures or assigned readings.

In order to give students practice and opportunities to develop their writing skills (which is something we all are
doing), there are two parts to this assignment: 1) a draft submission and 2) a final submission of the paper. Students
will submit a draft of the paper approximately two weeks prior to the final submission due date. Students will receive
feedback on a rubric and an invitation to work with graduate teaching assistants on their papers. Students are
expected to incorporate the feedback and revise the original draft for final submission.

PAPER PROMPT
Describe and explain your virtual child's temperament over time, answer the specific questions below, using the two
main ideas of temperament that were introduced in class and in the MVL Child Development program. Specifically,
you may use a) The five aspects of temperament that were presented in the Virtual Child program at the 12-month
stage: activity, social skills, emotionality, aggressiveness versus cooperativeness, and self-control and b) Thomas’
and Chess’ nine dimensions of temperament that was discussed in your assigned reading. Using these dimensions
answer the following questions:






How did your child’s temperament change or stay the same, as the child developed?
Using course material and/or your research-based source, what are the pros or cons of your child’s
temperament?
What does the research (i.e., course material, research-based source) say about “goodness of fit”?
In what specific ways did you use the idea of goodness-of-fit when parenting your child?
Were there times when you could have provided a better goodness-of-fit but did not?
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GRADING RUBRIC
This grading rubric is based on six elements that together work for an effective paper:
Analytical Insight &
Depth

The central prompt & question addressed by the paper.

Central Idea & Purpose

The specific topic and ideas are focused and purposely stated for audience.

Evidence & Support of
Research &
Course Sources

The quality of the sources used to support the arguments & address the questions posed by the
paper, & the effectiveness with which they are used to support the claims of the paper. The correct
type of research and course materials are used to support and provide evidence for arguments
and answers about MVL.

Organization &
Structure

The logic, flow, and, coherence of the paper and clear topic sentences, & transitions.

Style & Format

The scholarly use of language, APA formatting, and word choice.

Grammar & Spelling

The accuracy of the grammar, spelling, and punctuation.
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Underdeveloped

Criteria
Analytical
Insight
&
Depth

Central Idea
&
Purpose

(criteria is missing or not demonstrated in a
way that can be discerned as meeting the
assignment’s purpose/criteria)

0.5 pts
 demonstrates little to no
understanding of key concepts &
terms
 may provide some relevant
description or summary but draws
no independent conclusions or
connections
 does not address the substance of
the prompt or the MVL simulation.
 0 pts if no evidence
0.5 pts
 does not have a clear central idea
 does not have an identifiable
purpose
 0 pts if no evidence

0.5 pts
 does not provide appropriate
evidence or support
Evidence  demonstrates little to no
&
understanding of source materials
Support
or provides no engagement in
ideas they offer
of Research
& Course  does not attribute sources via intext citations
Sources
 source is not scholarly nor is it
from past 10 yrs.
 0 pts if no evidence
0.5 pts
 does not have a clear
organizational structure
 may lack an appropriate
Organization introduction or conclusion
 may lack paragraphing or have
&
paragraphs that are generally
Structure
unfocused & disorganized, with
connections missing between
sentences & paragraphs
 0 pts if no evidence

Style
&
Format

Grammar

0 pts
 tone, voice, or diction is
inappropriate to the purpose &
audience
 has sentence structure & style that
frequently distract from or impair
the reader’s comprehension
 Ineffective source integration
 does not follow APA format
 fails to cite sources with a
consistent/appropriate APA style
(more than 3 errors)
 0 pts if no evidence

0 pts

Emerging

Engagement

(time to get started on this practice / ask for
help / get involved)

1-2 pts
 demonstrates inconsistent
understanding of key concepts &
terms
 may provide effective description &
summary but draw few
independent conclusions &
connections
 addresses the substance of the
topics but does not engage its
complexities
1 pt
 has a central idea, though it may
be undermined by some elements
of the paper
 has a confusing purpose or
competing purposes
1-2 pts
 provides some appropriate
evidence, but without control over
implications; lacks connections
 may tend to “drop in” rather than
integrate evidence
 demonstrates some understanding
of source materials
 usually attributes sources, but some
missing citations
 source is not scholarly &/or from
past 10 yrs.
1 pt
 has a loose organizational
structure, though it may be
inconsistently followed
 has introductory & conclusive
paragraphs or statements that
indicate a beginning & ending but
do not contribute to purpose or
structure
 has paragraphs, though some may
lack focus, development, or
transitions
1 pt
 style is readable, but unremarkable
in tone, sometimes including a
lack of sentence variety &
ineffective word choice.
 Major mistakes in APA format &
conventions of academic discourse
 cites sources, but uses an
inconsistent/inappropriate citation
style (1-3 errors)
 generally uses tone, voice, &
diction that is reasonable but not
consistent with the purpose &
audience
 may have some stylistic or word
choices that distract from or impair
the reader's comprehension
1 pt

(good growth and need more practice, not
there yet)

Mastery

(great work- ready for more challenge)

3 pts
 demonstrates adequate
understanding of key concepts &
terms
 goes beyond description & summary
to provide some analysis &
interpretation
 engages some of the complexities of
the topics, though these may be
suggested rather than fully treated

4 pts
 demonstrates strong understanding
of key concepts & terms
 provides analysis & interpretation
 anticipates & addresses other
positions or interpretations
 engages the complexities of the
topics

2 pts
 articulates a central idea
 establishes a clear purpose that
matches the demands of the
assignment

3 pts
 articulates a compelling central
idea
 establishes a focused purpose that
matches the demands of the
assignment
4 pts
 supports ideas & purpose with
compelling evidence that is fluently
integrated
 engages the complexities of source
materials
 always attributes sources with
effectively incorporated, varied
signals
 source is scholarly & from past 10 yrs
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3 pts
 provides appropriate evidence for
ideas & purpose
 shows some connections, usually
integrating material to support
claims & argument
 engages the substance of source
materials
 always has citations but with some
errors
 source is scholarly & from past 10 yrs
2 pts
 has an organizational structure,
though paragraphing & sequence
may be determined more by topic
or theme than by logic or rhetorical
strategy
 makes appropriate moves in the
introduction & conclusion
 develops paragraphs that are
generally focused, orderly, &
connected by transitions

3 pts
 establishes a clear & logical
organizational structure determined
by the writer’s purpose & intended
audience
 makes effective & engaging moves
in the introduction & conclusion
 develops paragraphs that are
consistently focused, orderly, &
connected by substantive
transitions

2 pts
 style is readable & effective in tone,
incorporating varied sentence
structure & effective word choice.
 minor mistakes in APA format &
conventions of academic discourse
 cites sources and formats paper
using accurate APA format
 generally uses voice, tone, &
diction appropriate to the purpose &
audience
 consists of generally clear sentences,
though sentence structure or length
may be fairly uniform

3 pts
 style is confident, readable, &
scholarly effective in tone,
incorporating varied sentence
structure & precise word choice
 sentence/paragraph structure work
expertly to support the paper’s
purpose
 follows APA format & conventions
of academic discourse.
 cites sources and formats paper
using accurate APA format
 consistently uses voice, tone, &
diction that enhance the purpose &
appeal of the paper
 consists of clear, concise sentences
of varied structure & length
3 pts

2 pts

Total
Earned
Points

&
Spelling

 has frequent errors of grammar,
syntax, punctuation, & spelling that
impair the reader’s comprehension
 0 pts if no evidence

 generally uses correct grammar,
syntax, punctuation, & spelling;
occasional errors somewhat impair
the reader’s comprehension
 uses consistent formatting that is
not fully in line with standards
appropriate to the assignment
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 generally uses correct grammar,
syntax, punctuation, & spelling;
occasional errors do not
significantly impair the reader’s
comprehension

 uses correct grammar, syntax,
punctuation, & spelling; rare errors
do not impair the reader’s
comprehension

HDFS 101
MVL CHILD DEVELOPMENT PAPER – FINAL SUBMISSION
40 pts

ASSIGNMENT OBJECTIVE
This assignment is the final paper submission of the MVL Child Development paper. Students are asked to
incorporate the feedback they received in their draft submission and revise the paper for final submission.
Mastery level papers will attend to all parts of the prompt in a scholarly and well-supported manner. In doing so,
these papers will incorporate material from one research-based source (i.e., scholarly source / peer-reviewed
research) AND from course materials such as lectures or assigned readings. Additionally, Master level papers will
demonstrate evidence that they were revised from original draft submissions.

PAPER PROMPT
Describe and explain your virtual child's temperament over time, answer the specific questions below, using the two
main ideas of temperament that were introduced in class and in the MVL Child Development program. Specifically,
you may use a) The five aspects of temperament that were presented in the Virtual Child program at the 12-month
stage: activity, social skills, emotionality, aggressiveness versus cooperativeness, and self-control and b) Thomas’
and Chess’ nine dimensions of temperament that was discussed in your assigned reading. Using these dimensions
answer the following questions:






How did your child’s temperament change or stay the same, as the child developed?
Using course material and/or your research-based source, what are the pros or cons of your child’s
temperament?
What does the research (i.e., course material, research-based source) say about “goodness of fit”?
In what specific ways did you use the idea of goodness-of-fit when parenting your child?
Were there times when you could have provided a better goodness-of-fit but did not?
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GRADING RUBRIC
This grading rubric is based on six elements that together work for an effective paper:
Analytical Insight &
Depth

The central prompt & question addressed by the paper.

Central Idea & Purpose

The specific topic and ideas are focused and purposely stated for audience.

Evidence & Support of
Research &
Course Sources

The quality of the sources used to support the arguments & address the questions posed by the
paper, & the effectiveness with which they are used to support the claims of the paper. The correct
type of research and course materials are used to support and provide evidence for arguments
and answers about MVL.

Organization &
Structure

The logic, flow, and, coherence of the paper and clear topic sentences, & transitions.

Style & Format

The scholarly use of language, APA formatting, and word choice.

Grammar & Spelling
Evidence of Revisions
based on Draft
Submission feedback

The accuracy of the grammar, spelling, and punctuation.
Students are expected to incorporate the feedback and revise the paper for final submission.
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Underdeveloped

Criteria

(criteria is missing or not demonstrated in a
way that can be discerned as meeting the
assignment’s purpose/criteria)

Engagement

(good growth and need more practice, not
there yet)

6-7 pts
 demonstrates adequate
understanding of key concepts &
terms
Analytical
 goes beyond description & summary
Insight
to provide some analysis &
&
interpretation
Depth
 engages some of the complexities of
the topics, though these may be
suggested rather than fully treated
 some evidence of revisions made
from original draft
1 pt
2-5 pts
6-7 pts
 does not have a clear central idea
 has a central idea, though it may be
 articulates a central idea
Central Idea  does not have an identifiable purpose undermined by some elements of the  establishes a clear purpose that
paper
matches the demands of the
0 pts for no evidence of revisions made
&
 has a confusing purpose or
assignment
from original draft
Purpose
competing purposes
 some evidence of revisions made
 some evidence of revisions made from from original draft
original draft
1 pt
2-5 pts
6-7 pts
 does not provide appropriate
 provides some appropriate evidence,  provides appropriate evidence for
evidence or support
but without control over implications;
ideas & purpose
Evidence  demonstrates little to no
lacks connections
 shows some connections, usually
&
understanding of source materials or  may tend to “drop in” rather than
integrating material to support
Support of
provides no engagement in ideas
integrate evidence
claims & argument
they offer
 demonstrates some understanding of  engages the substance of source
Research
source materials
materials
& Course  does not attribute sources via in-text
citations
 usually attributes sources, but some
 always has citations but with some
Sources
missing citations
errors
0 pts for no evidence of revisions made
 some evidence of revisions made from  some evidence of revisions made
from original draft
original draft
from original draft
1 pt
2-3 pts
4 pts
 does not have a clear structure
 has a loose & inconsistent
 has a structure, though
 lacks an introduction or conclusion
organizational structure
paragraphing & sequence is
 may lack paragraphing or is
 lacks purpose or structure to
without flow and lacks an
unfocused & disorganized
introductory & conclusive paragraphs
argument/outline strategy
or
statements

makes
appropriate moves in the
0
pts
for
major
organization
&
structure
Organization
 has paragraphs lacking focus,
introduction & conclusion
errors and/or lacks evidence of
&
development, or transitions
 develops paragraphs that are
revisions made from original draft
Structure
 some evidence of revisions made from generally focused, orderly, &
original draft
connected by transitions
 some evidence of revisions made
from original draft

Style
&
Format

1 pt
 demonstrates little understanding of
key concepts & terms
 may provide some relevant
description or summary but draws no
independent conclusions or
connections
 does not address the substance of
the prompt or the MVL simulation
0 pts for no evidence of revisions made
from original draft

Emerging

(time to get started on this practice / ask for
help / get involved)

1 pt
 tone, voice, or diction is inappropriate
to the purpose & audience
 fails to cite sources with an accurate
APA citation style
 uses inaccurate APA formatting with
more than 5 errors
 Ineffective source integration
 significantly below / over page limit
0 pts for major APA errors and/or lacks
evidence of revisions made from
original draft

2-5 pts
 demonstrates inconsistent
understanding of key concepts &
terms
 may provide effective description &
summary but draw few independent
conclusions & connections
 addresses the substance of the topics
but does not engage its complexities
 some evidence of revisions made from
original draft

2-3 pts
 style unremarkable in tone and lacks
variety & ineffective word choice
 more than 3 errors in APA format &
conventions of academic discourse
 stylistic or word choices that distract
from or impair the reader's
comprehension
 inaccurate use of APA format with
more than 2 errors
 inaccurate APA citation style with
more than 2 errors
 below / over page limit
 some evidence of revisions made from
original draft
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4-5 pts
 style is readable & effective in
tone, incorporating varied sentence
structure & effective word choice
 consists of mostly clear sentences,
though sentence structure or length
may not be fairly uniform
 clear use of APA format with less
than 2 errors
 cites sources using accurate APA
citation style with less than 2 errors
 adequate page limit
 some evidence of revisions made
from original draft

Mastery

(great work- ready for more challenge)

8 pts
 demonstrates strong
understanding of key concepts &
terms
 provides analysis & interpretation
 anticipates & addresses other
positions or interpretations
 engages the complexities of the
topics
 clear evidence of revisions made
from original draft
8 pts
 articulates a compelling central
idea
 establishes a focused purpose that
matches the demands of the
assignment
 clear evidence of revisions made
from original draft
8 pts
 supports ideas & purpose with
compelling evidence that is fluently
integrated
 engages the complexities of
source materials
 always attributes sources with
effectively incorporated, varied
signals
 clear evidence of revisions made
from original draft
5 pts
 establishes a clear & logical
organizational structure
determined by the writer’s purpose
& intended audience
 makes effective & engaging
moves in the introduction &
conclusion
 develops paragraphs that are
consistently focused, orderly, &
connected by substantive
transitions
 clear evidence of revisions made
from original draft
6 pts
 style is scholarly in tone &
incorporates varied sentence
structure & precise word choice
 sentence/paragraph structure
works expertly to support the
paper’s purpose
 follows APA format & conventions
of academic discourse
 cites sources using accurate APA
citation style (no citation errors)
 adequate page limit
 clear evidence of revisions made
from original draft

Total
Earned
Points

Grammar
&
Spelling

1 pt
 has frequent errors (more than 5) of
grammar, syntax, punctuation, &
spelling that impair the reader’s
comprehension
0 pts for major grammar or spelling
errors and/or lacks evidence of
revisions made from original draft

2-3 pts
4 pts
 3-5 grammar, syntax, punctuation, &  1-2 grammar, syntax, punctuation,
spelling errors; impairs the reader’s
& spelling errors; does not
comprehension
significantly impair the reader’s
 some evidence of revisions made from comprehension
original draft
 some evidence of revisions made
from original draft
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5 pts
 uses correct grammar, syntax,
punctuation, & spelling; no errors
that impair the reader’s
comprehension
 clear evidence of revisions made
from original draft

Strategies for Evaluation of Student Learning
In my teaching, I value using a variety of strategies for evaluation of student learning as
this variety of assessment allows students to showcase their learning based on their relative
strengths. Below I have listed categories of assessment types as well as examples that I have
used in my experiences as a GTA and instructor.
Small Group Activities:
Using small group activities allows students to engage in course material in a lowpressure setting. In my teaching, I often have students work in groups throughout the semester in
which they engage in small group discussions, reactions to readings (which have a short
accompanying written assignment such as submitting questions about the readings for
discussion). In online courses, the use of discussion boards provides students with similar
opportunities to engage in discussion and learning with their peers.
Written Assignments:
Written assignments provide students with the opportunity to dive deeper into a topic and
to provide an opportunity for the application of course material. Across courses that I have been
a GTA or instructor for, written assignments in the forms of research or reflection papers are
used. This provides an opportunity to help students develop writing skills as well as provide
students with in-depth feedback. I have found the use of drafts or steps in the assignment (such
as providing an outline or submitting articles to ensure they meet requirements) to be supportive
of student success in this area.
Presentations:
Presentations provide students with the opportunity to learn from each other while also
practicing important professional skills. In my KEY 192A course, students present their final
research projects in sub-groups of the course (approximately 20 students) which provides
students with a wide range of healthy and unhealthy relationship examples found in the media.
In courses I have been a GTA for, presentations have included debate assignments, group
presentations of a written grant and activity in a senior seminar or of a final research project in
research methods. In online courses, voice recorded lectures of video recordings can help
students have the same opportunity to learn from their peers.
Exams:
Exams provide an opportunity to assess student retention of material. In exams, I try
often use a combination of question types (multiple choice, short answer) to allow students a
variety of ways to earn points and provide partial credit. In reviewing questions, I make sure to
drop any questions that were not fair or were missed by a majority of the class showing that this
information may not have been presented well. I also discuss themes of the test such as topics
that were commonly missed with the class to ensure that material is communicated. Before
exams, I try to provide a review opportunity for students.
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Graduate Teaching Certificate Program

Workshop/Seminar Review Form 1
Date: 02/15/2019
Workshop/Seminar Title: A Strategy for Making Lectures More Interactive
Presenter/Facilitator: Dr. Andrew West
1. Explain the central topic and purpose of the workshop/seminar. What are the
presenter/facilitator’s goals for this workshop?
The central topic of this workshop/seminar was to introduce the concept of Peer
Instruction. The presenter’s goals were to introduce the topic and discuss how this strategy
could be applied in lecture-based courses to make learning more engaging.
2. What information in the workshop/seminar was most valuable to you?
I found the information about how to apply this teaching strategy to be the most valuable.
This strategy includes asking students a question based on the material being presented and
asking students to select an answer through an electronic poll. Students then are instructed
to find a person in the room who had a different answer and explain their thinking to each
other. After this, students are given the option to change their poll answer.
3. How will you connect that information to your own pedagogical endeavors?
I will connect this information to my own pedagogical endeavors by thinking of ways that I
could incorporate Peer Instruction into the classes that I teach. Currently, I have used
iClicker or small group participation activities to help students engage with the lecture
materials. This is another approach to help make lectures interactive and support student
learning.
4. After attending this workshop/seminar, what additional information would you like to
seek about this subject?
After attending this seminar, I would like to seek more information about how to create
questions that will target the 30-70% accuracy range to help support the use of Peer
Instruction in my own teaching.
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Graduate Teaching Certificate Program

Workshop/Seminar Review Form 2
Date: 02/15/2019
Workshop/Seminar Title: Creating a Teaching Philosophy
Presenter/Facilitator: Deb Colbert and Hailey Otis
1. Explain the central topic and purpose of the workshop/seminar. What are the
presenter/facilitator’s goals for this workshop?
The main goals for this workshop/seminar were to talk about the key components of an
effective teaching philosophy and to provide examples of multiple teaching philosophies to
note their differences and the way that each was successful.
2. What information in the workshop/seminar was most valuable to you?
The information that was most valuable for me was the elements of an effective teaching
philosophy as well as the samples of teaching philosophies to help me visualize different
ways of writing my own teaching philosophy.
3. How will you connect that information to your own pedagogical endeavors?
I will connect this information to my own pedagogical endeavors by using the materials
provided to write my own teaching philosophy. The ideas we discussed in the workshop
have given me a starting place of ideas to create my own philosophy.
4. After attending this workshop/seminar, what additional information would you like to
seek about this subject?
After attending this workshop/seminar, I would like to get additional information on topics
commonly included in my discipline as well as finding additional examples of teaching
philosophies, perhaps from faculty within my department.
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Graduate Teaching Certificate Program

Workshop/Seminar Review Form 3
Date: 03/25/2019
Workshop/Seminar Title: Crafting a Teaching Persona
Presenter/Facilitator: Halie Otis
1. Explain the central topic and purpose of the workshop/seminar. What are the
presenter/facilitator’s goals for this workshop?
The goals for this workshop were to explore what a teaching persona is and how we can
effectively develop a teaching persona that is authentic to who we are while helping us to
becoming an effective instructor.
2. What information in the workshop/seminar was most valuable to you?
The information that was most valuable to me was that our teaching persona should be
consistent with our practices and learning objective. Also, we should allow our students to
see our dedication to our own learning/academic pursuit. It is important to develop a
teaching persona that is authentic and true to us and supports student learning. While this
may adapt based on the specific course or topic it is important to have consistency and
vulnerability. I also found it interesting that the teaching persona is not limited only to the
classroom but also in the way that we dress, how we talk to colleagues, how we decorate
our offices/doors, or how we sign our emails.
3. How will you connect that information to your own pedagogical endeavors?
The information presented in this course will help me to reflect on my own teaching
persona including both strengths and areas of growth. As I continue to develop my teaching
skills, I will incorporate intentional planning related to what my teaching persona is and how
I will present that persona in the classroom and outside of the classroom.
4. After attending this workshop/seminar, what additional information would you like to
seek about this subject?
After attending this workshop, I would like to seek information about successful teaching
personas and specific strategies or tangible practices to incorporate specific traits into my
teaching persona. I would like to create a description of what I would like my teaching
persona and identify the specific methods of which could help to meet each element.
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Graduate Teaching Certificate Program

Workshop/Seminar Review Form 4
Date: 04/04/2019
Workshop/Seminar Title: The Engaged Classroom: Ten changes you can make to increase
student engagement and student success
Presenter/Facilitator: Brian Jones
1. Explain the central topic and purpose of the workshop/seminar. What are the
presenter/facilitator’s goals for this workshop?
The central topic and purpose for this seminar were to teach in a way that (1) let your
students know why you are doing what you are doing, (2) cultivate a community of learners,
(3) get to know your students, (4) make your classes more active, (5) show your passion.
The goals for this workshop were to introduce ways to meet each of the previous elements
in various types of courses.
2. What information in the workshop/seminar was most valuable to you?
The information that was most valuable to me was the importance of relationships in
teaching. Studying with other people/relationships is a significant predictor of student
success. Just lecturing is not the best way to help students learn but instead, students
learn better when they participate and are engaged. Providing an opportunity for students
to connect both with each other and the instructor helps students to learn.
3. How will you connect that information to your own pedagogical endeavors?
I will use this information in my own pedagogical endeavors by being more mindful about
how the activities I use in class help students to be engaged and building connections. I will
also pay attention to how every element in class – even what happens before class or how I
start classes, connects to student engagement and success.
4. After attending this workshop/seminar, what additional information would you like to
seek about this subject?
After this seminar, I would like to talk to other faculty members in my field about how they
have used the strategies that were presented in their workshops. I would also like to learn
more about how these principles could be applied in an online teaching context.
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Graduate Teaching Certificate Program

Workshop/Seminar Review Form 5
Date: 05/22/2019
Workshop/Seminar Title: Instructional Strategies for Student Engagement
Presenter/Facilitator: Chris Risema
1. Explain the central topic and purpose of the workshop/seminar. What are the
presenter/facilitator’s goals for this workshop?
The central topic and purpose for this seminar were to teach three instructional strategies
for engaging students in the classroom. The three strategies presented were to 1) use
colored notecards to respond to multiple choice questions, 2) use a classroom format of
tell, show, let, coach, and 3) create activities that connect material to students’ lives.
2. What information in the workshop/seminar was most valuable to you?
The information that was most valuable to me was the importance of using a variety of
instructional strategies to help students stay engaged. Student engagement is important to
student success and it is important to try different engagement strategies to find what
works for each class and what fits within my own teaching style.
3. How will you connect that information to your own pedagogical endeavors?
I will use this information in my own pedagogical endeavors by identifying different
strategies that I would like to incorporate into my own teaching. I would like to experiment
with the different strategies, as well as potentially identify new strategies, to find what
works bets with my teaching style and the courses that I teach.
4. After attending this workshop/seminar, what additional information would you like to
seek about this subject?
After this seminar, I would like to find additional information about informational strategies
that work in online classrooms. While these strategies are beneficial for on-campus
courses, it is also important to have strategies to engage online students. While some
strategies overlap, there are likely some strategies that would work better in each type of
instructional environment.
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Graduate Teaching Certificate Program

Workshop/Seminar Review Form 6
Date: 05/23/2019
Workshop/Seminar Title: Teaching Effectiveness at CSU: A 2020 Vision
Presenter/Facilitator: Jennifer Todd and Tonya Buchan
1. Explain the central topic and purpose of the workshop/seminar. What are the
presenter/facilitator’s goals for this workshop?
This presentation provided an overview of the teaching effectiveness framework for CSU
which features the following domains: instructional strategies, curriculum/curricular
alignment, classroom climate, pedagogical content knowledge, student motivation,
inclusive pedagogy, and feedback and assessment. An overview of the peer teaching
strategy, Teaching Squares at CSU, was also provided.
2. What information in the workshop/seminar was most valuable to you?
The information that was most valuable to me was the idea of focusing on one or two
domains of teaching effectiveness at a time. Focusing on all seven domains simultaneously
may be overwhelming and therefore less effective. By selecting one or two teaching
domains to focus on at a time, each area will eventually improve in a more effective
manner.
3. How will you connect that information to your own pedagogical endeavors?
I appreciated the discussion of the importance of peer teaching and the format of the
Teaching Squares. As I continue in my teaching career, I would like to make sure that I
maintain a network of peers to mutually support one anther and provide feedback to
continue to develop effective teaching strategies.
4. After attending this workshop/seminar, what additional information would you like to
seek about this subject?
Additional information that I would like to seek are specific best-practice strategies that fall
into each domain of teaching effectiveness. By identifying these best practices, I will be
more effective in my efforts to improve my teaching across the domains.
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Experiential Teaching Reflection Form 1
Date: Spring 2019 Semester
Workshop/Seminar Title: Including Diversity in Lectures
Presenter/Facilitator: Dr. Jennifer Aberle [teaching competency supervisor]
1. Explain the central topic and purpose of the workshop/seminar. What are the
presenter/facilitator’s goals for this workshop?
Throughout the semester of my teaching competency, I met several times with my
supervising faculty member, Dr. Jennifer Aberle. One topic we discussed on multiple
occasions was the importance of including diversity in lectures. This includes paying
attention to the images included in lecture slides and making sure to include pictures that
represent different identities as it can be helpful for students to connect to the material
when they see themselves represented in the teaching. Other ways to include diversity in
lectures is to use a variety of examples that could represent different experiences and being
careful to use inclusive language and not to assume that every student has the same
experiences when giving examples.
2. What information in the workshop/seminar was most valuable to you?
Understanding ways to make my lectures more representative of a variety of experiences
and identities was the most valuable to me. I believe it is important to help students
connect to the material that is presented in class and to create an environment that is
supportive and welcoming and providing representation in lectures is one way to help
accomplish this.
3. How will you connect that information to your own pedagogical endeavors?
I connect this information to my own pedagogical endeavors by paying more attention to
the images and examples that I use in class to make sure that I am selecting material that
represents a range of experiences and identities instead of only a select few.
4. After attending this workshop/seminar, what additional information would you like to
seek about this subject?
Moving forward I would like to find more resources and examples of how to add
representation of various experiences and identities into my lectures for a variety of classes
that I am either currently involved in teaching or will teach in the future.
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Experiential Teaching Reflection Form 2
Date: Spring 2019 Semester
Workshop/Seminar Title: Using Examples during Lectures
Presenter/Facilitator: Dr. Jennifer Aberle [teaching competency supervisor]
1. Explain the central topic and purpose of the workshop/seminar. What are the
presenter/facilitator’s goals for this workshop?
During the semester of my teaching competency, I frequently met with Dr. Jennifer Aberle,
my supervising faculty member. One topic we discussed was the importance of using
examples when teaching as examples can help make material more relatable to students.
Using examples can be particularly helpful when there is a topic that is more difficult to
understand as students may be able to recall the example when studying or recalling the
lecture. Overall, examples can help to make the class session more engaging and also help
improve retention of topics.
2. What information in the workshop/seminar was most valuable to you?
Understanding the importance of the use of examples and deciding when to use examples,
such as prioritizing difficult topics or adding an example to help mix up the dynamic (vs
continually lecturing) was the most helpful to me. I believe that incorporating more
examples into my teaching will help be to become a more effective and engaging instructor.
3. How will you connect that information to your own pedagogical endeavors?
I will connect this information to my own pedagogical endeavors by including more
examples into my lectures. When planning my lectures, I am also more intentional at
thinking of when an example would best fit or what topics I think may be most confusing
and therefore could benefit the most from having examples.
4. After attending this workshop/seminar, what additional information would you like to
seek about this subject?
Moving forward, I plan to try to collect more examples for different topics that I am likely to
teach about. Having a list of examples ready will help me to prepare for lectures more
easily and to have ideas already if I see that students are struggling with understanding a
concept in class.
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Experiential Teaching Reflection Form 3
Date: Spring 2019 Semester
Workshop/Seminar Title: Using Multiple Teaching Methods
Presenter/Facilitator: Dr. Jennifer Aberle [teaching competency supervisor]
1. Explain the central topic and purpose of the workshop/seminar. What are the
presenter/facilitator’s goals for this workshop?
Throughout the semester of my teaching competency, Dr. Jennifer Aberle, my faculty
supervisor, and I met regularly to discuss the course. One topic we discussed was the
importance of providing information to students using different methods as students have
different learning styles. Examples of various ways to teach material include required
readings, lectures, showing videos, and providing in-class activities. Utilizing multiple styles
of teaching helps students stay engaged as introducing a new style can help re-engage
students whose attention may have begun to wander. Additionally, students may prefer
different approaches so providing multiple methods can help to increase the accessibility of
material for students.
2. What information in the workshop/seminar was most valuable to you?
Understanding the importance of using multiple teaching methods was most important to
me as it has helped me to become more thoughtful in how I structure my class sessions to
include a variety of different teaching methods.
3. How will you connect that information to your own pedagogical endeavors?
I connect this information to my own pedagogical endeavors by creating my lectures to
include a variety of different teaching methods. I frequently have students engage in
discussions or small-group activities and show videos to illustrate key points in addition to
my lectures to help students access the same material in a variety of ways.
4. After attending this workshop/seminar, what additional information would you like to
seek about this subject?
Moving forward, I would like to continue to identify new ways to teach information to
students so that my class sessions can be as effective and engaging as possible.
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Workshop/Seminar Review Form 4
Date: Spring 2019 Semester
Workshop/Seminar Title: Midsemester Evaluations
Presenter/Facilitator: Dr. Jennifer Aberle [teaching competency supervisor]
1. Explain the central topic and purpose of the workshop/seminar. What are the
presenter/facilitator’s goals for this workshop?
In the middle of the semester of my teaching competency, Dr. Jennifer Aberle, my
supervising faculty member, and I talked about the benefit of asking students to take a
midsemester evaluation survey. Surveys can be offered anonymously on Canvas and the
material collected can give valuable feedback about what is or is not working in the class.
This information is helpful to obtain because it provides time to correct what is not working
as well. In comparison, if this information was only collected at the end of the semester,
there would not be time to make improvements in the current class.
2. What information in the workshop/seminar was most valuable to you?
Understanding the value of collecting midsemester evaluations to help improve teaching
effectiveness in the current semester was the most valuable to me.
3. How will you connect that information to your own pedagogical endeavors?
In my own classes, I plan to use midsemester evaluations to check-in with students about
how the course is going and to make adjustments as necessary in order to be the most
effective instructor I can be for each class.
4. After attending this workshop/seminar, what additional information would you like to
seek about this subject?
Moving forward, I would like to gain additional information about how other instructors
may use mid-semester evaluations and what questions they may ask on their evaluations
that I may not otherwise think to ask.
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Workshop/Seminar Review Form 5
Date: Fall 2019 Semester
Workshop/Seminar Title: Using Role-Playing to Engage Student Learning
Presenter/Facilitator: Dr. Jennifer Krafchick [Campus Connections FTI Supervisor]
1. Explain the central topic and purpose of the workshop/seminar. What are the
presenter/facilitator’s goals for this workshop?
One teaching strategy that is used during Campus Connections to help aid in skill
development are role plays. Role plays are valuable to the skill building process as they
allow students to actively practice the skill vs just thinking about how they might act. When
responding to a situation and trying to use a particular skill (such as reflective listening,
affirmations, etc) in the moment can be difficult. By providing students with the chance to
actively practice each skill, it can be easier for students to recall using this skill and use it in
the moment.
2. What information in the workshop/seminar was most valuable to you?
Understanding the value of providing students with the opportunity to practice skills in a
supportive learning environment was the most valuable to me. I believe this technique
could be used in a variety of courses such as professional skills development or clinically
oriented classrooms.
3. How will you connect that information to your own pedagogical endeavors?
I plan to use role plays in future classes that I teach to help students develop a better
understanding of a variety of skills. This technique helps students move from a more
conceptual understanding to the ability to apply skills which is important in many contexts.
4. After attending this workshop/seminar, what additional information would you like to
seek about this subject?
Moving forward, I would like to learn more about other courses which have successfully
implemented role plays as a teaching method to learn about what situations role plays work
the best and the outcomes of using role plays in a variety of contexts.
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Experiential Teaching Reflection Form 6
Date: Fall 2019 Semester
Workshop/Seminar Title: Engaging Online Students
Presenter/Facilitator: Day Halsey [GTA supervisor]
1. Explain the central topic and purpose of the workshop/seminar. What are the
presenter/facilitator’s goals for this workshop?
In the Fall 2019 semester, I am a GTA for two online classes with Day Halsey as the
instructor. During our weekly meetings, one topic we have discussed are the different ways
that engagement and interaction with students look in an online classroom compared to an
on-campus classroom. In the online classroom, there is no face-to-face interaction, so it is
important to help facilitate interaction. One way to do this is through providing weekly
discussion assignments with creative topics linked to the material for that week. These
weekly discussions provide students with an opportunity to think about and apply the
course material and to interact with their classmates. Active involvement by the instructor
throughout the week is important as it helps guide discussions, address questions, and
shows active engagement even in a remote course.
2. What information in the workshop/seminar was most valuable to you?
Understanding the different methods in engaged teaching for online courses was the most
valuable to me as relational teaching is a tenant of my teaching philosophy and I find it
important to be able to interact with and engage students effectively across a variety of
teaching modalities.
3. How will you connect that information to your own pedagogical endeavors?
I plan to utilize these strategies when teaching online courses to help increase student
engagement in the course and to help build connections between students and with the
instructor.
4. After attending this workshop/seminar, what additional information would you like to
seek about this subject?
Moving forward, I would like to continue to learn more about best-practices for online
instructors as I believe that this will help me continue to improve my teaching effectiveness
in the online environment.
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Amy D. Smith – Evidence of Teaching Effectiveness
Strategies Used to Facilitate Teaching Effectiveness

 Presenting Information in Multiple Ways: By using a variety of techniques to communicate
course material such as small group activities, participation questions, lectures, videos, readings,
providing real life examples and role play or application scenarios, I tailor my teaching to help to
communicate effectively to students with a variety of learning styles.
 Attention to Identities and Intersectionality: In my teaching, I am intentional to present
information in ways that are aware of how individuals can possess many identities and have
diverse experiences. As such, I work to make sure my class session represents a variety of
experiences and identities through the images/media that I use and the examples that I provide.
 Creating Community: In my courses, I am intentional in trying to build connections between
myself and students and among student as, from my experience, when students feel connected
and seen, they are more confident and more willing to ask questions and take risks in their
learning. Specific strategies include assigning students to groups to work in throughout the
semester. for course projects and/or class participation. Additionally, I provide opportunities for
students to work outside of their comfort zone and encouraging them to challenge themselves
while providing the support necessary for success.
Quantitative Data from Student Evaluations
 Received an average of 4.7 out of 5 on student evaluations for instructor/GTA for my enthusiasm
for teaching the subject.
 Received an average of 4.8 out of 5 on student evaluations for instructor/GTA for my knowledge
of the subject material.
 Received an average of 4.7 out of 5 on student evaluations for instructor/GTA for my overall
rating of the instructor/GTA.
Qualitative Feedback from Student Evaluations
 “She is amazingly understanding and willing to help students. She goes above and beyond for
us.”
 “I love how responsive Amy is and how she is willing to look over your work if you feel you
have been graded unfairly or need extra feedback.”
 “She’s passionate about what she’s teaching, and it made the course fly by and made each topic
interesting.”
 “Amy is very welcoming and approachable. She makes herself available as a resource for her
students.”
 “Amy Smith, your teaching style kept us all very well engaged.”
 “Amy was a great GTA. I have had her before for a different class and have really enjoyed having
her. She is very willing to help you understand anything you might be confused on or need some
clarification with.”
 “The teaching staff were most helpful by taking some pauses throughout the lectures to see if any
students had any questions or were confused about anything.”
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 “I feel that both [instructors] are engaging and encourage students to ask questions. I also enjoy
the way in which the class is always changing to help me stay engaged such as going from lecture
to short videos.”
 “I find it really helpful when class doesn't consist of lecturing the whole time. It helps me to stay
engaged when videos are activities are added into the class.”
 “The outlines are incredibly helpful. The organized and condensed information makes note taking
and studying a breeze. I also enjoy how personable [primary instructor] and Ms. Smith are, they
engage students and know people by name. This is so rare in school and I find it makes me more
motivated to prioritize work in this class.”
 “[Primary instructor] and Amy are both super effective teachers because they speak and covey
information in a way that makes it clear that they care about the topic and are qualified to speak
on it. Use of examples, videos, and clicker questions are also helpful for my learning.”

Quantitative Feedback from Faculty Evaluation of Teaching Competency
 Received 4 out of 4 for course organization and development.
 Received 3.6 out of 4 for communication and presentation skills.
 Received 3.4 out of 4 for student engagement and interactions.
 Received 3.6 out of 4 for course content and curriculum mastery.
Qualitative Feedback from Faculty Evaluation of Teaching Competency
 Organization and Development: “Amy organized the class session well and then proceeded as
she outlined – from beginning to end. She was thoughtful about connecting the content of her
slides to previous material and using other ideas to foreshadow material yet to come. Amy moved
from activities to topics and then discussions well and made sure her students were with her along
the way.”
 Communication and Presentation Skills: “Amy’s presentation style is so great – she is calm,
patient and observant. The rate of the presentation was just perfect to keep everyone engaged. She
allowed for large group and small group discussions; at one point she asked a question of her
students and there was not an immediate hand up to answer the question – Amy just waited…she
did exactly what the best practices in teaching tells us to do – ‘wait’. Amy adjusted her teaching
as needed throughout the semester to accommodate students needs.”
 Engagement and Interactions: “The respect that Amy displays towards her students is fabulous.
She infuses diverse viewpoints and offerings students ways to connect with the material in both
personal and scholarly ways.”
 Course Content and Curriculum Mastery: “The examples that Amy used were relevant. Amy is
going to continue to build her experience and practice of what types of examples and identities
she recognizes while teaching. This is such a challenging thing for instructors to do – it is a
practice that we are all managing and getting better at – I encourage Amy to continue to seek out
training and support in this area. Amy did a nice job using resources from diverse sources and
disciplines and linked them together for a richer discussion of the topic.”
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Graduate Teaching Certificate Program

Experiential Learning Form
By completing this form, you confirm that Amy Smith has fulfilled the 20-hour experiential
learning component of the Institute’s Graduate Teaching Certificates Program. For more
information on the program, please visit http://tilt.colostate.edu/grad/certificates.
Supervising Instructor or Director Name: Dr. Jennifer Aberle
Graduate Student Under Supervision: Amy Smith
Please Describe the Student’s Primary Responsibilities:





Co-taught HDFS 101 during the spring 2019 semester.
Responsible for 50% of the lectures
Responsible for 50% of the grading of papers and short-answer exam responses
Responsible for 50% of the course planning and student interactions/engagement

Please Comment Briefly on the Quality of the Student’s Work:









Amy’s presentation style was effective – she is calm, knowledgeable, and observant.
The respect that Amy displayed toward her students was fabulous.
The examples that Amy used were relevant.
Amy did a nice job using resources from diverse sources and disciplines and linked them together for a
richer discussion of the topic.

Amy knows and has great passion for her content area. She clearly researches thoroughly to develop her presentation
and keep her lectures relevant. She put in an incredible amount of time to prepare for her classes.
Amy is patient and thoughtful – she waited for her students to answer questions and for them to ask her question, and
she moved on only when she felt comfortable with their understanding of the ideas that she presented.
In working with Amy in HDFS 101, I was impressed with how realistic and considerate Amy is about her classroom
policies, her expectations for students and herself, and her overall grasp of the development of students towards
earning their degree.

Supervising Instructor or Director Signature: ________
Date: 9/16/2019
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